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CPU Comparison in Athena
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Time monitor in Athena (SiSPSeededTrackFinder::newStrategy):
newEvent():

○ Fill the SP grid looping on PPP and SSS space point collections
○ Iteration 0 for SSS and 1 for PPP, iteration value used to setup parameters, e.g. Rmax of middle SP

find3Sp():
○ Produces SP groups with neighbors
○ Seed finding and filtering: For every bottom SP, loop on top sps and find compatible top SPs. All 

seeds for a given central+bottom pair are directly filtered. We don't build seeds if this is not 
needed (e.g. if the number of top SPs for a given central+bottom pair is below the expected 
minimum)

Time monitor for ACTS:
Monitoring inside SeedingTool::createSeeds():

○ Grid initialisation, separated for PPP and SSS SPs since this happens in two separate tools looping 
on different collections

○ Seed production

EDM time in ActsTrk::SiSpacePointsSeedMaker()

https://gitlab.cern.ch/lfaldaul/my-athena/-/blob/master/Tracking/Acts/ActsTrkTools/ActsTrkSeedingTool/src/SiSpacePointsSeedMaker.cxx
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Time monitor in Athena newEvent() and find3Sp() separately:

SSS

PPP
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Time monitor in ACTS createSeeds():

Grid Initialisation
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Time monitor in ACTS createSeeds():

Seed production

EDM time in ACTS ActsTrk::SiSpacePointsSeedMaker():

…

https://gitlab.cern.ch/lfaldaul/my-athena/-/blob/master/Tracking/Acts/ActsTrkTools/ActsTrkSeedingTool/src/SiSpacePointsSeedMaker.cxx


PPP+SSS ttbar mu=0
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PPP+SSS ttbar mu=0
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Seed Production Time PPP+SSSGrid Time PPP+SSS
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Seed Production Time SSSSeed Production Time PPP



PPP+SSS ttbar mu=0 - EDM Time
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EDM Time PPP+SSSEDM Time PPP vs SSS
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EDM Time SSSEDM Time PPP



PPP+SSS ttbar mu=200
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Situation gets worse when we look at 
mu=200: 

○ more SPs, more seed candidates, 
more memory

We need to work a bit on improving the 
seeding in ACTS:

○ Find the hot spots in ACTS. Run 
heaptrack… check if  if we allocate 
memory or move memory around

○ Run a time profiler

More plots in backup
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Time Profile - ACTS Standalone Reference - ttbar <μ>=200
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From now on, the results include Carlo's latest changes, which slightly improve the time
PR #1764 refactor: Managing Seed Candidates with ad-hoc container

I ran a Time Profiler to find hot spots in ACTS: Neighbourhood iterators seem to take too much time

getCompatibleDoublets() - 58.9%

filterCandidates() - 28.7%

https://github.com/acts-project/acts/pull/1764


Neighborhood Iterators - New Strategy
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In ACTS, when we  loop over the SPs and produce the neighboring groups of SPs, we use fancy iterators, whereas 
in Athena we use simple for loops over the necessary bins of the SP grid:

In Athena we pass neighboring bins to the seeding and we iterate first over each bin and then over the 
top/bottom SPs in that cell:

○ This way we can also keep the initial sorting of the SPs in radius for each bin
○ We can use this sorting to break out of the duplet loop if outside the region of interest - this avoids 

unnecessary iterations

I implemented the same strategy from Athena in ACTS and compared 3 scenarios in standalone:

○ Main ACTS reference
○ Monitored strategy without using the neighborhood iterators
○ Monitored strategy without using the neighborhood iterators + breaking out of duplets loop

The physics performance between them is the same



Time Profile - ACTS Standalone Reference
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Time Profile - ACTS Standalone Monitored Strategy
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Time Profile - ACTS Standalone Monitored Strategy + Break Duplets
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Total Seeding Time - 100 runs of ttbar <μ>=200 events
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ttbar <µ>=200



Physics Performance
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Summary
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Improvement in performance with the third strategy - probably not enough to make up the difference 
between ACTS and Athena

Should we change that in ACTS?

Next steps:

Compare the changes in Athena
 

Work on improving seeding time in ACTS:
○ Run Heaptrack to identify where the hot spots are in ACTS
○ Implement the same approach as in Athena where we create seeds in batches
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Seed Production Time PPP+SSSGrid Time PPP+SSS
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Seed Production Time SSSSeed Production Time PPP
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EDM Time PPP+SSSEDM Time PPP vs SSS



PPP ttbar mu=200 - EDM Time
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EDM Time SSSEDM Time PPP


